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Abstract

Web users are always distracted by a large number of
results returned from search engines. Clustering can ef-
ficiently facilitate users’ browsing pages of certain topic.
However, most traditional clustering methods are based on
either content analysis or link analysis alone, which ap-
pears unilateral. In this paper, we propose an expanding
clustering idea with the reasonable combination of content
and link analysis. Experimental results on Google’s three
query sets show that our LET algorithm outperforms tradi-
tional methods such as K-means.

1 Introduction

Clustering can efficiently alleviate the difficulty of locat-
ing the target information. Most of the previous clustering
studies are based on term frequency and they aim at cluster-
ing text documents instead of web pages. Even though these
methods could be applied to web pages, web pages have
their own special features which are excessively valuable
for clustering. First, there are no hyperlinks between text
documents, while they are widely used in web pages. Sec-
ondly, for search results, the ranking method of the clusters
should not be neglected. Thus, a quick clustering algorithm
with an appropriate display is of great importance.

Considering the differences between text documents and
web pages mentioned above, we propose a novel expand-
ing idea called LET. We treat a page’s link structure as an
important and effective complement to its content. Through
careful analysis and experiments, we find that merging the
content of a page with the information of its child pages in
some degree can obviously emphasize the main subject of
the parent page and help clustering. Nevertheless, merging
the child pages is not simply to include everything with-
out consideration. Though the child pages and their parent
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page probably will share some topics, they surely will not
be exactly the same. To emphasize this point, we bring out
the concept-expanding factor which we regard as the accep-
tance weight for parent page to decide how much it needs
to extend the content from its child page. Our approach can
be applied to all content-based algorithms. In this paper, we
choose the K-means clustering algorithm as the basic of our
experiments.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The related
work is presented in Section 2. Section 3 describes LET
algorithm in detail. Section 4 evaluates LET based on ex-
perimental results. Finally, we conclude this paper with a
discussion and future work in Section 5.

2 Related Work

A variety of clustering algorithms have already been ap-
plied to cluster web documents such as hierarchical cluster-
ing method [4], K-means [6] and so on. Many methods are
based on common words or phrases shared among the pages
and topically cluster them into coherent groups according to
the similarity measure, while others study the contributions
of link analysis to improve the clustering quality of search
results.

In 1999, Zamir and Etzioni presented a Suffix Tree Clus-
tering [12, 13]. The method divides documents into differ-
ent subsets according to their common phrases, and then
creates clusters based on the subsets.

In 1998, Kleinberg first proposed that a link between
web pages is a valuable implication of their related relations
and put forward the well known HITS algorithm [7]. In
2002, Wang and Kitsuregawa developed a link-based clus-
tering algorithm [10]. Their approach is based on common
links shared by pages and to cluster the search results by
exploring both co-citation and coupling. Afterwards, they
presented improved clustering method by considering more
factors such as common terms, in-links and out-links shared
among pages [11].

Besides these ideas, some work also tried to utilize other
techniques such as machine learning [14, 8].



3 The LET Algorithm

3.1 Assumptions and Definitions

Our idea is based on the assumption that properly adding
the necessary contents of child pages to their parent page
will effectively improve the performance of clustering.
However, we cannot declare that two connected pages are
exactly on the same topic. We define expanding factor to
measure how much a page could obtain the content contri-
bution from its child pages. The value of expanding factor
can also be deduced by the surfing behaviors of web users.
When a user finishes viewing one page, he or she randomly
chooses one link of the current page and jumps to it with
the probability ε, which is also called damping factor in cal-
culating PageRank [3] or jumps to another page uniformly
selected from the collection of the pages with the probabil-
ity 1-ε. The reason that the user chooses whether to follow
or leave is strongly influenced by the anchor text of the link
which could indicate the main idea of the child page. Hence
the jumping probability ε can express the tightness between
the page and its child pages.
Expanding Factor

α =
ε

n
(1)

where ε is the damping factor and n is the number of con-
tributive links one page owns that are not for advertisement
or entertainment.

3.2 Data Preprocessing

Since Chinese words are more challenging due to their
homonymy and uncertainty, we use Chinese in our exper-
iments. Given the whole pages set, first, we extract all
unique terms from the entire pages set according to the Chi-
nese words library. Then we eliminate “stopwords” such
as“and”, and “a” from terms of each page. After that,
for each web document, we get a bag of words about the
main topic of the page. Afterwards, we calculate Phrase
Frequency/Inverted Documents Frequency which is usually
called TFIDF of each term in accordance with the defini-
tion of Equation 2 to decide which words should be chosen
as the better candidates of salient phrases for each page.
Phrase Frequency / Inverted Document Frequency

TFIDF = f(w) · log N

|D(w)| (2)

where for a word w in one document,f represents term fre-
quency calculation, N is the number of the documents in
the dataset and D means document frequency.

In addition, words appear in different parts of the web
document should be given different weights. Therefore, we

enlarge phrase frequency of the title word several times to
emphasize its weight in the whole word set. Finally, we
treat the first M terms with highest TFIDF values of each
web document as the salient terms and each web document
can be presented as a base vector, of which the TFIDF value
of each salient term is considered as one feature.

3.3 Content Expanding

Words that come from the page itself sometimes can not
sufficiently deliver the main points of the page sometimes.
The contents of its child pages can help to identify its topic.
We extend the dimensions of each page’s base vector by
considering the base vector of its child pages.

However, not every base vector of the child pages needs
to be taken into account. Always many links are not related
to the content of their parent pages. To solve this problem,
we find a pellucid method to decide which child pages will
be included during the expanding process. First, for each
page, we can easily get all its child pages. We check up
each title of them with the base M -dimension vector of their
parent page. If the title of a child page contains one or more
salient terms occurring in its parent page’ base vector, we
suppose the page is a contributive child page and can safely
conclude that it likely relates to its parent’s content to some
extent.

Expanding factor offers us a measure to determinate how
much the parent page’s content should be extended. On
holding the two base vectors, of which one is the parent’s
and the other is its contributive child’s, we can compute the
expanded vector of each parent page, which is introduced
as follows.
Expanded Vector

Let Ve be the base vector of a parent page V . We suppose
Qi is the ith base vector of its contributive child pages. Af-
ter content expanding, we finally obtain the expanded vec-
tors V ′

e .

V ′
e = Ve + α ·

n∑

i=1

Qi (3)

where n is the number of all V ’s content related outlinks, α
is the Expanding Factor mentioned before.

3.4 Implemented with K-means Algo-
rithm

The simple expanded vector of each document is calcu-
lated and each parent page is represented as a vector with
M dimensions. We use the well known text clustering K-
means algorithm to cluster the web documents.

When a query is submitted, a search engine first finds the
relevant pages in the page repository. Then it implements



K-means algorithm on their pre-calculated expanded vec-
tors. The key idea of K-means algorithm can be described
in three steps. First, we select K vectors of web documents
as initial cluster centers from the dataset. Secondly, each
page is assigned to the nearest center in according to the
similarity between the page and the correspondent cluster
center. This process iterates until the criterion function con-
verges. Finally, clusters are generated and can be shown to
users.

Although it is a query dependent algorithm, the online
computation is efficient and bearable. K-means itself guar-
antees that the time complexity is only O(mn), where n is
the number of pages that need to be clustered and m is the
number of iterations to guarantee that centroids of all clus-
ters no longer change. Because of its linear time referring
to the whole pages set, results can be shown in time so that
this query specific clustering algorithm can be practically
operated in search engines.

3.5 Ranking the Results

Most search engines prefer to give bigger clusters a
larger priority to rank ahead such as Vivisimo [1]. However,
this method is not reasonable because a cluster containing a
large amount of results does not mean the more importance
it obtains. So we rank different clusters in according to the
highest PageRank value it holds. If one cluster contains the
page with a higher PageRank, it will be listed preferentially.
In a cluster, we rank the pages based on their PageRank val-
ues.

4 Experiments and Evaluations

In this section we conduct several experiments to vali-
date the effectiveness of LET algorithm. We evaluate our
clustering method with comparison to traditional K-means
algorithm.

4.1 Data

We carry out our experiments on three different query
results returned from Google. Referring to the query selec-
tion in [14], three queries are chosen from three main types
of queries, which are ambiguous queries, entity names and
general terms. They are Jordan, WangGang and Investiga-
tion in Chinese.

First, we submit the three queries respectively to the
query box of Google. Then we download all the result pages
in the returned list using our crawler. Finally, we have three
collections of dataset. The number of pages in each collec-
tion is shown in Table 1.

It is not possible for us to obtain the whole dataset as
Google owns. To simulate the expanding process, we ac-

Table 1. Statistics on the Collections
Query Type Query Words Number of Pages

Ambiguous query Jordan 802
Entity names WangGang 914
General terms Investigation 828

quire all their child pages by following the links of these
pages in the three collections in advance.

4.2 Evaluation Metrics

There is no agreement for people to measure the qual-
ity of clusters. Some evaluation methods use entropy [2] to
measure the goodness or purity of the clustering results in
comparison with known classes. Some methods introduce
distinct distance functions [9] to measure the difference be-
tween clustering results and labeled results. In our experi-
ments, we use two classical metrics precision and recall to
estimate the quality of clusters. We manually check all the
search results for each of three topics and mark each doc-
ument to its relevant cluster. Then we compare clustering
results generated by our algorithm with the results marked
by human. For each cluster, precision and recall are defined
as follows:
Precision

Let P be the clustering precision.

P =
|C ∩ T |
|T | (4)

where C is the set of manually tagged correct web docu-
ments to the cluster, T is the set of all the pages grouped to
the cluster by our algorithm.
Recall

Let R be the clustering recall.

R =
|C ∩ T |
|C| (5)

The meanings of C and T are same as in Equation 4.

4.3 Parameter Selection

During the expanding process, we set ε=0.8 which is
usually adopted by most ranking algorithms. We assume
that a web user browses randomly by following the links
of the current page with the probability 0.8 because he or
she is attracted by the anchor texts of its links. In our ex-
periment, we will prove the reasonability and effectivity
of the assumption. In addition, we set M=100 and use a
100-dimension vector to represent the main idea of each
document. Besides, it has been observed that the majority
of Web searchers ,approximately 80%, view no more than



Table 2. Main Subtopics for Each of Three
Collections

Sub Jordan WangGang Investigation
topics

1 Basketball Government On marriage
player officer

2 Woman Actor On educaiton
superstar /scientific

research
3 Shoes brand Teleplay On car
4 On-line sale Professor Geological

survey
5 Player Jordan’s Manager On network

partner Scotti development
pippen

6 ... ... ...

three results pages of search engines [5]. Because our rank-
ing method makes every 10 clusters display in one resluts
page, we set K=30 to generate three results pages and each
collection will be grouped into 30 clusters.

4.4 Experimental Results

4.4.1 Clustering Results

We implement our algorithm and traditional K-means al-
gorithm individually on the three collections. Table 2 lists
the main meaningful produced clusters.

As we can see in table 2, our proposed approach success-
fully discerns some medium and semantic groups from the
documents of the three different topics. Taking the query
Jordan for example, besides our usual expectation, our
method can distinguish some smaller but valuable subtopics
such as a known shoes brand in China and several on-line
sale sites.

4.4.2 Performance Comparison

From Figure 1, we can see the clustering precision at the
top 10, top 20, top 50, top 100 and top 200 results returned
by Google. The number following LET and K-means stands
for the corresponding query collection. Number 1 is for
query Jordan, 2 is for query WangGang and 3 is for query
Investigation. It is obviously seen that our LET algorithm
shows a noticeable clustering precision improvement for the
top ranking pages of all the three collections. Besides, the
clustering performance of our algorithm is particularly bet-
ter in the first several search results, which could make page
with a higher PageRank value easily and precisely found.

For each topic, by using our clusters ranking method,
we compare each precision and recall of first N clusters
generated by our algorithm LET with those of the origi-

Figure 1. Precision of Clustering Top N
Pages in the Three Collections

nal K-means algorithm. We take the top5, top 10, top 15
and top 20 ranking clusters to compare the performance be-
tween LET and K-means. Experimental results indicate that
the clustering precision of three collections averagely im-
proves 30% and the recall increases 25%. Figure 2 shows
the curves for the collection of query WangGang.

Figure 2. Precision and Recall of First N
Clusters of Query WangGang

It is obviously seen that our LET algorithm gives a higher
performance than traditional K-means algorithm on the pre-
cision and recall of clustering results. Based on our clusters
ranking method, cluster that owns the page with a higher
pagerank value will be shown ahead. As shown in the ex-
periments, the first several clusters returned to users provide
good clustering results, which will satisfy users’ retrieval
requirements at their first glance.

4.4.3 Influence of the Expanding Factor

To validate our estimate on expanding factor, we imple-
ment the experiment by setting different α parameter on
acquired collections of Google. For each collection, it
achieves the best performance when we set expanding fac-
tor α=0.8. Take the query collection of WangGang for ex-



ample, seen from Figure 3, it could partially verify some
rationality of our assumption on the choosing of expanding
factor. The reason might be that we pay a careful consid-
eration on the behaviors of web users. In addition, from
the experiment, we can see that the performance depends
on the search results returned by the web search engine to
a certain extent. On holding a collection, we are not sure
whether the clustering quality will be better or not when we
set expanding factor α=0.85. However, we can affirmatively
say that both over emphasizing and completely ignoring the
contents of its child pages are not advisable.

Figure 3. Influence of α on Clustering Perfor-
mance of Query WangGang

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we felicitously combine content analysis
with link structure of page on the concern of the unique
features of web documents and propose an expanding idea
to cluster web documents. Our experiments on the query
collections returned by Google yield good results and show
that our algorithm LET really improves the clustering qual-
ity and make it easy for users to locate target informa-
tion. Moreover, we also conduct experiments to evaluate
the influence of choosing different expanding factors on the
dataset. Because of the simplicity and linear complexity of
the LET algorithm, it is feasible to operate our method on a
real commercial search engine.

Currently we use K-means method in our implementa-
tion and we will encounter the same problems as K-means.
Nevertheless, due to the facility of our idea, it can be easily
combined with other text clustering methods to avoid these
troubles. As future work, we will apply this idea to other
algorithms and compare their clustering performance.
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